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QUESTION 1

What sandbox type allows for the use of a sandbox template? 

A. Developer Sandbox 

B. Developer Pro Sandbox 

C. Config Sandbox 

D. Partial Sandbox 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

An app builder would like to streamline the user experience by reflecting summarized calculations of specific fields on
various objects. 

Which three field types could be used in roll-up summary fields to accomplish this? (Choose three.) 

A. Checkbox 

B. Date 

C. Percent 

D. Time 

E. Currency 

Correct Answer: BCE 

 

QUESTION 3

Which two objects can be members of a Campaign? (Choose two.) 

A. Opportunity 

B. Account 

C. Lead 

D. Contact 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 4



Universal Containers has deployed custom tabs through change sets, without including the profiles, to Production
(Enterprise Edition). Which statement is true in regards to the visibility of custom tabs? 

A. Custom tabs are default on for all users. 

B. Custom tabs are default off for all users. 

C. Custom tabs are exposed for all users. 

D. Custom tabs are hidden for all users. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Universal Containers uses a custom object to track Site Visits. When the status of a Site Visit is changed from "In
Progress" to "On Hold", the business wants the Site visit owner to be automatically assigned to an "On Hold" queue.
Which capability can be used to accomplish this? 

A. Apex Trigger 

B. Action 

C. Assignment Rule 

D. Visual Workflow 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

Universal containers is importing 1000 records into Salesforce. They want to avoid any duplicate records from being
created during the import. How can these requirements be met? 

A. Include a column in the import file that has either record names, Salesforce IDs, or external IDs that can be used to
match records. 

B. When importing the file, select the "Prevent Duplicates" option on the last step of the Import Wizard and import the
file. 

C. After importing all of the custom objects, run a duplicate check report, export the record to a CSV File, and run a
mass delete to purge any duplicates. 

D. After importing all of the custom objects, review all records created and manually merge or delete and duplicate
record 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

What is true when changing the following field types? (Choose 3) 



A. No data is lost when changing Picklist to Multipicklist 

B. Data is lost when changing Number to Currency 

C. Rollup summary fields will stop calculate if Master Detail is changed to lookup 

D. No data is lost when converting Text to auto number 

E. Data can be lost when changing from Rich Text to Long Text 

Correct Answer: ADE 

 

QUESTION 8

Which two statements are true about field update actions from workflow rules and approval processes? (Choose two.) 

A. Field updates are tracked in the History related list of a record regardless of whether or not history tracking is set for
those fields. 

B. Field updates to records based on workflow rules and approval processes do not trigger Validation Rules. 

C. Field updates are not available on currency fields if the organization uses multi-currency. 

D. Field updates with "Re-evaluate Workflow Rules" selected can cause a recursive loop if the update field is included in
a workflow. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 9

Which is true about social accounts? 

A. Connection to social account is established through a company wide "named principal". 

B. You can use social accounts to import data into Salesforce. 

C. You need a personal social account in order to see social account data. 

D. You can use social accounts data even when you are not logged into the social account. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

Field type conversion. Which of the following are true: (2) 

A. Data can be lost when converting from auto-number to text 

B. Data can be lost when converting from number to currency (assuming that field lengths are identical) 

C. Information can be lost when converting from text area (rich) to text area (long) 



D. Data can be lost when converting from simple picklist to multi picklist 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 11

What is a true statement regarding roll-up summary fields? Choose 2 answers 

A. Roll-up summary fields can only be created on the master of a master-detail relationship. 

B. The roll-up summary field inherits the field ?level security of the child object 

C. Changes to the value of a roll-up summary field column of roll-up summary filters. 

D. Multi-select picklist fields can be used in the field column of roll-up summary filters. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 12

UVC wants their Field Sales team to only see the accounts that they own. Separate North American and European
marketing teams should only see accounts in their respective regions. The Inside Sales Team needs to see all accounts
in Salesforce. How can this be accomplished? 

A. Set the OWD to Public for all accounts. Create criteria-based sharing rules for each Marketing Team, and create an
Inside Sales Team permission set with the "View All" settings for accounts 

B. Set the OWD to Private for accounts. Create permission sets for each Marketing team, and create an Inside Sales
team profile with the "View All" setting for accounts 

C. Set the OWD to Private for all accounts. Create Criteria-based sharing rules for each Marketing Team, and create an
Inside Sales Team Profile with the "View All" setting for accounts 

D. Set the OWD to Public for accounts. Create profiles for each Marketing team, and create an Inside Sales Team role
that is at the top of the Role Hierarchy 

Correct Answer: C 
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